
STABILITY AND ORTHONORMALITY OF MULTIVARIATEREFINABLE FUNCTIONSW. LAWTON, S. L. LEE AND ZUOWEI SHENAbstract. This paper characterizes the stability and orthonormality of the shiftsof a multidimensional (M; c) re�nable function � in terms of the eigenvalues andeigenvectors of the transition operatorWcau de�ned by the autocorrelation cau of itsre�nement mask c; where M is an arbitrary dilation matrix. Another consequenceis that if the shifts of � form a Riesz basis, then Wcau has a unique eigenvectorof eigenvalue 1; and all its other eigenvalues lie inside the unit circle. The generaltheory is applied to two-dimensional nonseparable (M; c) re�nable functions whosemasks are constructed from Daubechies' conjugate quadrature �lters.1. IntroductionIn this paper we present a complete characterization of the stability and or-thonormality of the shifts of a re�nable function in terms of the re�nement maskby analysing the simplicity of eigenvalue 1 of the transition operator.Denote by `1(Zd) and `2(Zd) the spaces of absolutely summable and modulussquare summable complex-valued sequences de�ned on Zd, respectively. LetM 2 Zd�dbe a d�d integer matrix with eigenvalues of modulus > 1 and with j detM j = m > 1.Let c 2 `1(Zd) and � : Rd ! C be a complex-valued function. The equation�(x) = Xq2Zdm c(q)�(Mx� q) (1.1)is called a re�nement equation. The matrix M is called a dilation matrix. Thesequence c is called a re�nement mask, and the function � is called a (M; c) re�nablefunction or (M; c) scaling function. We assume R �(x)dx = 1:Date:1991 Mathematics Subject Classi�cation. 41A15, 41A30, 42C05, 42C15.Key words and phrases. re�nement equations, interpolatory re�nable functions, dilation matrix,subdivision operators, transition operators. 1



2 W. LAWTON, S. L. LEE AND ZUOWEI SHENDenote by L1(Rd) and L2(Rd) the spaces of Lebesque integrable and modulussquare integrable functions de�ned on Rd, respectively. The class of all tempereddistributions on Rd will be denoted by S 0: The dilation operator M associated withthe dilation matrix M is de�ned for all functions � by M�(x) := �(Mx); x 2 Rd:This can be extended to all distributions � 2 S 0 by de�ninghM�; fi := 1mh�;M�1fi for all f 2 S ;where S denotes the class of all in�nitely di�erentiable functions with rapid decayat in�nity. Similarly the shift operator T p�(x) := �(x � p); p 2 Zd; for functionsmay be extended to distributions byhT p�; fi := h�; T�pfi for all f 2 S :The re�nement equation (1.1) may now be extended to include distributions � 2 S 0by writing � = Xq2Zdm c(q)MT q� : (1.2)A distribution � which satis�es (1.2) is called a (M; c) re�nable distribution.The Fourier transform of a sequence a 2 `1(Zd) will be denoted by ba and is de�nedby ba(u) := Xp2Z2 a(p)e�ipu :where i � p�1: Note that ba(u) is a complex-valued 2�-periodic continuous functionon Rd and thus is de�ned on the d-dimensional torus Td. For a �nitely supportedsequence (aj)j2Zd with support in [0; N � 1]d, we de�ne N as its length .For any continuous function f de�ned on Rd we shall denote by fj the sequence(f(p))p2Zd ; which is the restriction f to Zd:The Fourier transform of a function f 2 L1(Rd) isbf(u) := ZRd f(x)e�ixudx :This maps S onto itself, and extends to all tempered distributions S 0 by duality.



STABILITY AND ORTHONORMALITY 3We shall assume throughout this paper that c is a �nitely supported sequencesatisfying Xp2Zd c(p) = 1 : (1.3)Then there exists a compactly supported (M; c) re�nable distribution �, unique upto a constant multiple, such that its Fourier transform admits the in�nite productrepresentation b�(u) = b�(0) 1Yj=1 bc �(MT )�ju� ; u 2 Rd (1.4)(see [11]). Hereafter, we assume that b�(0) = 1.A (M; c) re�nable function � 2 L2(Rd) is stable if f�(x� p)gp2Zd is a Riesz basisof its closed linear span. It is orthonormal if f�(x� p)gp2Zd is an orthonormal basisof its closed linear span.For a (M; c) re�nable function � 2 L2(R); de�ne�au(x) := ZRd �(x� t)�(�t) dt; x 2 Rd; (1.5)and cau(p) := Xq2Zd c(p� q)c(�q); p 2 Zd : (1.6)Then �au is a continuous (M; cau) re�nable function. The function �au is called theautocorrelation of � and the sequence cau is called the autocorrelation of c:A necessary condition for a (M; c) re�nable function � to be orthonormal is thatthe re�nement mask c satis�es the conditionsm cau(Mp) = �(p); p 2 Zd ; (1.7)and Xq2Zd c(q) = 1 ; (1.8)



4 W. LAWTON, S. L. LEE AND ZUOWEI SHENwhere �(p) = 1 for p = 0 and zero otherwise. A sequence c which satis�es (1.7) and(1.8) is called a conjugate quadrature �lter with respect to the dilation matrix M(M -CQF). Note that (1.8) impliesXq2Zd cau(q) = 1 : (1.9)For a dilation matrix M and any �nitely supported re�nement mask c; we de�nethe (M; c) subdivision operator Sc : `2(Zd)! `2(Zd), by(Scb)(p) := Xq2Zdm c(p�Mq)b(q); b 2 `1(Zd) : (1.10)For the case M = 2I; this operator has been extensively studied in [1]. The adjointof S~c; where ~c(p) := c(�p); p 2 Zd; is the (M; c) transition operator which shall bedenoted by Wc. Thus, the operator Wc : `2(Zd)! `2(Zd) is de�ned by(Wcb)(p) = Xq2Zdm c(Mp� q)b(q); b 2 `2(Zd) : (1.11)We remark that the transition operator Wcau; corresponding to the autocorrelationcau of c; is called the wavelet-Galerkin operator in [18].Note that if c is conjugate symmetric, i.e. c = ~c; then Sc = S~c; and Wc is theadjoint of the subdivision operator Sc: For our purpose we shall restrict the transitionoperator to the space `1(Zd). If � is a (M; c) re�nable continuous function, wherec is �nitely supported, then � is compactly supported, and the sequence �j is aneigenvector of Wc in `1(Zd) of eigenvalue 1. If c is a M-CQF, then �cau j = �; whichis an eigenvector of Wcau of eigenvalue 1:The de�nition (1.11) shows that if the re�nement mask c is supported in [0; N�1]d;andM = 2I, thenWcau maps sequences supported on [�N+1; N�1]d into sequencessupported on [�N + 1; N � 1]d: For a general dilation matrix M , a more detaileddiscussion in x4 leads to the fact thatWcau has a �nite dimensional invariant subspaceconsisting of sequences on a �nite set. The operatorWcau (respectivelyWc) restrictedto any of its �nite dimensional invariant subspace will be called a restricted transitionoperator.



STABILITY AND ORTHONORMALITY 5The eigenvalues of Wcau hold the key to many important properties of the re�n-able function, for instance, stability, regularity and the convergence of the cascadealgorithm (see [17], [5], [9], [8], [22]). The �rst indication of this role appeared in [17]and [18] where it was shown that for d = 1; and M = (2), i.e. in one dimension withdyadic scaling, if � is a (2; c) re�nable function, then � is orthonormal if and only if1 is a simple eigenvalue of the transition operator Wcau.The object of this note is to investigate further the relationship between stabilityand orthonormality of a (M; c) re�nable function on one hand and the eigenvalues ofthe corresponding transition operator Wcau on the other, in the multivariate settingwith an arbitrary dilation matrix. In particular we give a multidimensional extensionof the results in [17] on the characterization of the orthonormality of the re�nablefunction. We further show that a (M; c) re�nable function � is stable if and only ifthe transition operator Wcau has a unique eigenvector of eigenvalue 1; whose Fouriertransform does not vanish on the torus. This is given in Theorem 2.2, where Theorem2.1 plays a key role in the proof. Another consequence of Theorem 2.1 is the factthat if the shifts of a (M; c) re�nable function � form a Riesz basis, then the sequence�cau j is the unique eigenvector of Wcau corresponding to the eigenvalue 1, and all theother eigenvalues ofWcau lie inside the unit circle. Section 3 deals withM -CQF's. Inparticular, it is shown that for a M -CQF the corresponding (M; c) re�nable functionbelongs to L2(Rd); and further characterizations of orthonormality are also given.Restricted transition operators are studied in more detail in x4. It is shown thatchecking for stability and orthonormality is reduced to checking whether 1 is a simpleeigenvalue of a �nite order matrix, which is generated from the re�nement mask of�. The general theory is applied to the construction of nonseparable conjugatequadrature �lters (M -CQF's) and the corresponding re�nable functions from theone-dimensional CQF's of Daubechies.Another approach in the characterization of stability and orthonormality of are�nable function � with �nitely supported re�nement mask c makes use of thezero set of the Fourier transform of c: A detailed discussion for the univariate casecan be found in [2] and [12]. In one dimension, both approaches characterize the



6 W. LAWTON, S. L. LEE AND ZUOWEI SHENstability and orthonormality of a re�nable function � in terms of its re�nement maskc; using the equivalent characterization of the Fourier transform of �: We prefer theeigenvalue approach for the following reasons. First, as was pointed out in [7], for aspeci�ed �nitely supported mask, it is easier to check for stability and orthonormalityof the corresponding re�nable function using the eigenvalue characterization. Inthis case the problem of checking for stability and orthonormality is reduced to thesimple routine of checking whether 1 is a simple eigenvalue of a �nite order matrix .Second, the analysis of the zero set of the Fourier transform of the re�nement maskrelies on the fact that a univariate polynomial has a �nite number of zeros. Thisno longer holds for multivariate polynomials. However, it is possible to extend thecorresponding univariate results to higher dimensions, by imposng the condition thata certain multivariate polynomial has a �nite number of zeros, as suggested by [11].It is of particular interest to construct compactly supported wavelets from a com-pactly supported re�nable function and its mask. In the univariate case, with dyadicscaling (M=(2)), the construction is simple. For a general integer dilationM = (m);an algorithmic approach in the construction of compactly supported wavelets froma given re�nable function � and its re�nement mask is given in [16]. The problemof wavelet construction from a (M; c) re�nable function � and its re�nement maskis much more challenging in higher dimensions. However, in dimensions no greaterthan 3 andM = 2I, a method is given in [20] and [21], under a mild condition on there�nement mask c: In this case, compactly supported wavelets can be constructedbased solely on c:
2. Stability and orthonormality of refinable functionsLet c : Zd ! C be a �nitely supported sequence satisfying (1.3) and M be a di-lation matrix. This section studies the relationship between stability and orthonor-mality of the (M; c) re�nable function � on one hand and the spectral properties ofthe corresponding transition operator Wc; on the other. Recall that the sequence�j is an eigenvector of Wc of eigenvalue 1: We shall �rst establish a result relating



STABILITY AND ORTHONORMALITY 7the spectrum of Wc and the nonvanishing of the Fourier transform of �j; and thendeduce results on stability and orthonormality of �:Lemma 2.1. Suppose that c is a �nitely supported sequence satisfying bc(0) = 1: Let� be a continuous (M; c) re�nable function and b 2 `1(Zd). Then for any integerN � 1 and for any r 2 Zd;Xp2Zd b(p)� �r �M�Np� = �WNc (b � �j)� (r) : (2.1)Proof. The proof is by induction on N . For N = 1, applying the re�nement equation(1.1) gives Xp2Zd b(p)� �r �M�1p� = Xp;q2Zdmb(p)c(q)�j (Mr � p� q)= Xq2Zdmc(q)b � �j(Mr � q)= �Wc(b � �j)� (r) :If (2.1) holds for N; then�WN+1c (b � �j)� (r) = Xq2Zdmc(Mr � q) �WNc (b � �j)�= Xq2Zdmc(Mr � q)Xp2Zd b(p)� �q �M�Np� : (2.2)Interchanging the order of summation on the sum in (2.2) followed by a change ofindex, it can be written asXp2Zd b(p) Xk2Zdmc(k)� �M(r �M�N�1p)� k� = Xp2Zd b(p)� �r �M�N�1p� :The result now follows by induction.Corollary 2.1. Suppose that c is a �nitely supported sequence satisfying bc(0) = 1and � is a continuous (M; c) re�nable function. Then �j is the unique eigenvector ofWc in `1(Zd) � �j of eigenvalue 1



8 W. LAWTON, S. L. LEE AND ZUOWEI SHENProof. Suppose that b � �j; b 2 `1(Zd); is another eigenvector of Wc of eigenvalue 1:Then (2.1) givesXp2Zd b(p)� �r �M�Np� = �WNc (b � �j)� (r) = b � �j(r) ;for all integers N � 0 and r 2 Zd : Letting N !1; we have0@Xp2Zd b(p)1A�(r) = b � �j(r) ;which is equivalent to0@Xp2Zd b(p)1A b�j(u) = bb(u)b�j(u); u 2 Rd :Since b�j does not vanish on a set of positive measure, it follows thatbb(u) is a constant.Equivalently, b = � �; for some � 2 C: Hence, b � �j = ��j:Remark 1. In general, if b�j can be factored asb�j(u) = bh(u)bg(u) ;where bg(u) 6= 0 for all u 2 Rd; and g 2 `1(Z); then it follows from Corollary 2.1 andWiener's Theorem, that �j is the unique eigenvector of Wc in h � `1(Z) of eigenvalue1:Theorem 2.1. Suppose that c is a �nitely supported sequence satisfying bc(0) = 1and � is a continuous (M; c) re�nable function. Ifb�j(u) := Xp2Zd �(p)e�ipu 6= 0; u 2 Rd ; (2.3)then �j is the unique eigenvector of Wc in `1(Zd) of eigenvalue 1; and all the othereigenvalues of Wc lie inside the unit circle.Further, 1 is a simple eigenvalue of any restricted Wc:Proof. Suppose (2.3) holds, and let1=b�j(u) =: Xp2Zdw(p)e�ipu; u 2 Rd :



STABILITY AND ORTHONORMALITY 9Since 1=b�j(u) is smooth, it follows that w 2 `1(Zd): Hence `1(Zd) � �j = `1(Zd); andCorollary 2.1 implies that �j is the unique eigenvector of Wc in `1(Z) of eigenvalue1: Now, let � 6= 1 be an eigenvalue of Wc and let v 2 `1(Zd) be the correspondingeigenvector. Equation (2.1) gives�Nv(r) = (WNc v)(r) = (WNc v �w � �j)(r) =Xp2Z(v � w)(p)� �r �M�Np� : (2.4)The limit, as N !1; of the sum on the right of (2.4) exists and is equal to Xp v � w(p)!�(r); r 2 Zd :Therefore, if � 6= 1 then necessarily j�j < 1: Further, Pp v � w(p) = 0 :If 1 is not a simple eigenvalue of a restricted transition operator Wc, then it mustbe a degenerate eigenvalue with only one eigenvector, say b: In this case, there existsa vector b1 such that Wcb1 = b1 + b; which implies that WNc b1 = b1 + Nb; for allintegers N � 1: Again, (2.4) givesb1(r) +Nb(r) = (WNc b1)(r) =Xp2Z(b1 � w)(p)� �r �M�Np� ;for all N � 1 which is impossible.A function � 2 L2(Rd) is stable if f�(��p)gp2Zd is a Riesz basis of its closed linearspan. Recall that f�(� � p)gp2Z is a Riesz basis if and only if there exist constants0 < C1 � C2 <1 such thatC1 � Xq2Zd j�̂(u+ 2�q)j2 � C2; for almost all u 2 Rd: (2.5)If �auj 2 `1(Zd); the Poisson summation formula leads to the characterization that� is stable if and only ifC1 �Xp �au(p)e�ipu � C2; u 2 Rd : (2.6)



10 W. LAWTON, S. L. LEE AND ZUOWEI SHENCorollary 2.2. Suppose that c is a �nitely supported sequence satisfying bc(0) = 1and that � is a stable (M; c) re�nable function . Then �auj is the unique eigenvectorin `1(Zd) of Wcau corresponding to the eigenvalue 1; and all the other eigenvaluesof Wcau lie inside the unit circle.The above corollary follows directly from Theorem 2.1 and equation (2.6). Inone dimension with dyadic scaling, Cohen and Daubechies [3] have proved that fora stable (2; c) re�nable function �; the eigenvalues of the corresponding transitionoperatorWcau restricted to its invariant subspace of �nite sequences with zero mean,lie inside the unit circle. Their result has been extended to higher dimension withdilation matrix M = 2I by Long and Chen [14]. We note that in one dimension, theresult of Cohen and Daubechies has also been improved upon by Herv�e [10].The following theorem gives a characterization of stability of a (M; c) re�nablefunction. A similar result in one-dimensional with dilationM = (2) was obtained in[5].Theorem 2.2. Suppose that c is a �nitely supported sequence satisfying bc(0) = 1:An (M; c) re�nable function � is stable if and only if Wcau has a unique eigenvectorof eigenvalue 1 whose Fourier transform does not vanish.Further, 1 is a simple eigenvalue of any restricted Wcau:Proof. If � is stable, then condition (2.3) of Proposition 2.1 is satis�ed for �au. Hence,Wcau has a unique eigenvector �auj of eigenvalue 1 which has a nonvanishing Fouriertransform.Conversely, since �auj 2 `1(Zd) is an eigenvector of Wcau with eigenvalue 1, andsince such an eigenvector is unique and has nonvanishing Fourier transform, it followsfrom (2.6) that the (M; c) re�nable function � is stable.A (M; c) re�nable function � 2 L2(Rd) is interpolatory if � is continuous andsatis�es �(p) = �(p); p 2 Zd : (2.7)



STABILITY AND ORTHONORMALITY 11Theorem 2.3. Suppose that c is a �nitely supported sequence satisfying bc(0) = 1: Anecessary and su�cient condition for a continuous (M; c) re�nable function � to beinterpolatory is that the sequence � is the unique eigenvector of Wc of eigenvalue 1:Further, 1 is a simple eigenvalue of any restricted Wcau:Proof. Since � is (M; c) re�nable, the corresponding sequence �j is an eigenvector ofWc in `1(Zd) with eigenvalue 1. If � is the unique eigenvector of eigenvalue 1 then�(p) = �(p); p 2 Zd ;i.e. � is interpolatory.Conversely, if � is interpolatory, then obviously �j = � is an eigenvector of Wc in`1(Zd) with eigenvalue 1. SinceXp2Zd �(p)e�ipu = 1; for all u 2 Rd ;does not vanish, by Theorem 2.1, � is the unique eigenvector of eigenvalue 1:Clearly � 2 L2(Rd) is an orthonormal (M; c) re�nable function if and only if �auis an interpolatory (M; cau) re�nable function.Corollary 2.3. Suppose that c is a �nitely supported sequence satisfying bc(0) = 1:An (M; c) re�nable function � is orthonormal if and only if the sequence � is theunique eigenvector of Wcau of eigenvalue 1Further, 1 is a simple eigenvalue of any restricted Wcau:Combining this corollary with Theorem 2.2, we have the following proposition.Proposition 2.1. Suppose that c is a �nitely supported sequence satisfying bc(0) = 1and that � 2 L2(Rd) is (M; c) re�nable. Then the following are equivalent:(i) � is orthonormal ,(ii) c is an M-CQF and � is stable,(iii) c is M-CQF and d�auj(u) 6= 0; u 2 Rd:If c is a M -CQF, Corollary 2.3 says that the simplicity of the eigenvalue 1 ofany restricted transition operator Wcau is equivalent to the orthonormality of the



12 W. LAWTON, S. L. LEE AND ZUOWEI SHENre�nable function �: On the other hand, Theorem 2.2 states that the stability ofthe re�nable function � is equivalent to the simplicity of the eigenvalue 1 of anyrestricted transition operator Wcau and the nonvanishing of the Fourier transformof the corresponding eigenvector. It will be shown in an example below that thesimplicity of the eigenvalue 1 of a restricted Wcau does not imply the existence of aneigenvector with nonvanishing Fourier transform. This shows that the conditions inTheorem 2.2 are not superuous. In fact, it will be interesting to know whether thesimplicity of the eigenvalue 1 of a restricted transition operator together with theadditional condition, Xk jbc(u+ (MT )�12�k)j2 > 0; (2.8)would imply the nonvanishing of the Fourier transform of the corresponding eigen-vector.The following examples show that the simplicity of eigenvalue 1 together with(2.8) do not imply the nonvanishing of the Fourier transform of the correspondingeigenvector. In particular, they show that the converse of Theorem 2.1 is false evenunder the assumption (2.8).Example 2.1Let c be the sequencef: : : ; 0; 1=4; 1=2; 1=4; 1=4; 1=2; 1=4; 0; : : :g;where c(0) = 1=4; c(1) = 1=2; : : : . It is straightforward to check that the sequencea = f: : : ; 0; 1; 2; 2; 2; 1; 0; : : :g; where a(0) = 1; a(1) = 2; : : : , is the unique eigenvec-tor forWc of eigenvalue 1; and that the Fourier transform of a is (1+eiu)(1+eiu+ei2u);which vanishes at �1:We shall show that there is a compactly supported continuous (2; c) re�nablefunction �, such that �(n) = a(n); n 2 Z ; (2.9)



STABILITY AND ORTHONORMALITY 13and the Fourier transform bc(u) of the mask c satis�esjbc(u)j2 + jbc(u+ �)j2 > 0 for all u 2 R : (2.10)The Fourier transform of c can be written asbc(u) = bb(u)(1� eiu + ei2u) = bb(u)(eiu + !)(eiu + !2) ; (2.11)where b(u) = 14(1 + eiu)3is the Fourier transform of the maskb = f: : : ; 0; 1=4; 3=4; 3=4; 1=4; 0; : : :gwith b(0) = 1=4; b(1) = 3=4; : : : , and ! 6= 1 is a cube root of unity. All the roots ofbc lie on the unit circle and they are precisely �1;�1;�1;�!;�!2: Since no root isthe negative of another root, jbc(u)j2 + jbc(u+ �)j2 > 0 for all real u. Thus, the maskc satis�es (2.10).Note that the sequence b is exactly the mask for the (2; b) re�nable quadraticB-spline g obtained by convolving the characteristic function �[0;1) with itself threetimes. Let �(x) = g(x) + g(x� 1) + g(x� 2); x 2 R : (2.12)Then the Fourier transform of � isb�(u) = bg(u)(eiu � !)(eiu � !2) = bg(u)(1 + eiu + ei2u) : (2.13)Since the set of roots of (1 � z)3(1 + z + z2) is closed under the mapping z ! z2,�(x) is (2; a) re�nable by Theorem 2.1 of [15]. The function � is not stable, since !and !2 are zeros of 1 + z + z2. With a suitable normalization of g; we have�j = f: : : ; 0; 1; 2; 2; 2; 1; 0; : : :g ;which is (2.9) .Example 2.2



14 W. LAWTON, S. L. LEE AND ZUOWEI SHENLet c and � be as in Example 1. Thencau = f: : : ; 0; 1; 4; 6; 6; 9; 12; 9; 6; 6; 4; 1; 0; : : :g :The sequence �auj is an eigenvector of Wcau of eigenvalue 1: The 11 � 11 linearsystem, satis�ed by the eigenvectors for Wcau corresponding to the eigenvalue 1 hasrank 10 (here Wcau is restricted to sequences supported on [�5; 5], which form aninvariant subspace containing all �nitely supported eigenvectors). Hence �j is theunique eigenvector of Wcau of eigenvalue 1.In summary, this example gives a (2; c) re�nable function which is not stable, butWcau has a simple eigenvalue 1 and the mask c satis�esjbc(u)j2 + jbc(u+ �)j2 > 0; for all u :3. Multivariate Conjugate Quadrature FiltersLet M be an integer dilation matrix , and c : Zd ! C be a �nitely supportedsequence satisfying (1.3). Hence there is a unique compactly supported (M; c) re�n-able distribution �; normalized so that b�(0) = 1. Assuming that c is a M -CQF, weare interested to know when � 2 L2(Rd), and to obtain further characterizations oforthonormality.We �rst consider the cascade algorithm for the computation of the compactlysupported (M; c) re�nable distribution. Let �(0) be the indicator function of anyfundamental region for Zd � Rd (thus d�(0) is continuous at 0 and d�(0)(0) = 1).Starting from �(0); de�ne a sequence of functions �(n) by�(n)(x) := Xp2Zdm c(p)�(n�1)(Mx� p); n = 1; 2; : : : : (3.1)Then d�(n)(u) =d�(0) �(MT )�nu� nYj=1 �bc �(MT )�ju�� ; u 2 Rd : (3.2)The sequence d�(n) ! b� uniformly on compact subsets as n!1; whereb�(u) = 1Yj=1 bc �(MT )�ju� ; u 2 Rd ; (3.3)



STABILITY AND ORTHONORMALITY 15since c satis�es (1.3). Further, b� is continuous at the origin and b�(0) = 1:It is clear that �(n) 2 L2(Rd) and is compactly supported. Next, we prove thatk�(n)k = 1 for all n = 0; 1; : : : : Note that if c is a M -CQF, then (1.7) and (1.11)imply that � is an eigenvector of Wcau of eigenvalue 1. Since �(0)au j = � and �(n)au j =Wcau�(n�1)au j, we have �(n)au j = �: Hence k�(n)k = 1; for all n = 0; 1; : : : :Proposition 3.1. If c is an M-CQF, then �(n) de�ned by (3.1) converges weakly tothe (M; c) re�nable function � 2 L2(Rd):If, in addition, k�k = 1; then �(n) converges strongly in L2(Rd) to �:Proof. First, note that if c is a M -CQF, then jj�(n)jj = 1 for all n � 0. Therefore,f�(n)g has a subsequence which converges weakly to ' 2 L2(Rd): Since weak con-vergence is stronger than convergence in distribution, we have ' = �; and hence� 2 L2(Rd).Next, we show that the sequence �(n) itself converges weakly to �. If �(n) does notconverge to � weakly, then there exists a subsequence �(ni) which converges weaklyto a function in L2(Rd) other than �. This contradicts the fact that �(ni) convergesto � in distribution.In addition, if k�k = 1; then k�(n)k ! k�k: With this, weak convergence of�(n) ! � implies strong convergence.Remark 2. For a general �nitely supported mask c, a similar proof shows that thecorresponding (M; c) re�nable distribution � belongs to L2(Rd), if the `2 operatornorm kWcauk � 1.Since � is compactly supported, if � 2 L2(Rd); then � 2 L1(Rd): Hence b�(u)! 0as juj ! 1. If � is re�nable, then for any p 2 2�Zd=f0g;b�((MT )np) = b�(p) nYj=1 bc(((MT )n�j)p) = b�(p) :Letting n!1, implies b�(p) = 0 for p 2 2�Zd=f0g. This means that � satis�es theStrang-Fix condition of order 1: By the Poisson summation formula, this condition



16 W. LAWTON, S. L. LEE AND ZUOWEI SHENis equivalent to the shifts of � forming a partition of unity, i.e.Xp2Zd �(x� p) = 1; x 2 Rd : (3.4)Proposition 3.2. Let M be a dilation matrix, c a M-CQF and � the unique (M; c)re�nable function normalized so that b�(0) = 1. The following are equivalent:(i) � is the unique eigenvector of Wcau of eigenvalue 1:(ii) the shifts of � are orthonormal,(iii) the shifts of � are orthogonal .Proof. The equivalence of (i) and (ii) is given in Corollary 2.3 . We need only toshow that (iii) implies (ii). If (iii) holds, multiplying both sides of (3.4) by � andintegrating term by term, the orthogonality of the shifts of � and the fact thatR �(x) = 1; gives k�k2 = 1 :As a Consequence of Propositions 3.1 and 3.2, the cascade algorithm convergesstrongly if the corresponding (M; c) re�nable function � is orthonormal, a resultwhich coincides with the well known fact that the stability of a (M; c) re�nable L2function implies strong convergence of the cascade algorithm.4. Restricted Transition OperatorsWe now discuss how to restrict the transition operator to a �nite dimensionalsubspace. For a dilation matrix M and a �nitely supported re�nement mask c, asubset D � Zd is called an invariant support set for the transition operator Wc ifthe following are satis�ed:(i) D is �nite,(ii) for all sequences b with support in D, the support of Wcb is also in D; and(iii) the support of every �nitely supported eigenvector of Wc corresponding to anonzero eigenvalue is contained in D.Such a �nite invariant support set D for Wc always exists. To construct D; choosea vector norm k � k on Rd and a number 0 < � < 1 such that for all x 2 Rd,jjM�1xjj � (1� �)jjxjj :



STABILITY AND ORTHONORMALITY 17This is possible because the spectral radius �(M�1) < 1. Now chooser � rmin := (1� �)� maxc(p)6=0 kpkand de�ne Dr = fp 2 Zd : jjpjj � rg :Clearly Dr is an invariant support set for Wc. Further, if a sequence b is supportedin Ds with s > r, then Wcb is supported in Dt where t = �r + (1 � �)s: ThereforeDr contains the support of every compactly supported eigenvector of Wc. Further,any compactly supported eigenvector of Wc is also an eigenvector of the restrictedoperator Wcj`(Dr), where `(Dr) is the space of all sequences supported on Dr. Onemay construct the disk Dr to be arbitrary close to the minimal size by using avector norm so that the corresponding operator norm kM�1k is su�ciently closed to�(M�1), and by choosing r = rmin.For the caseM = 2I with re�nement mask c supported in [0; N�1]d; the support of� is in [0; N�1]d and that of �au is contained in [�N+1; N�1]d. A mimimal invariantsupported set for the corresponding transition operator Wcau is [�N + 1; N � 1]d:For a dilation matrix M and a �nitely supported mask c; let 
 be an invariantsupport set of Wcau; and `(
) be the space of all sequences supported on 
: Thenthe transition operator Wcau restricted to `(
) is represented by the matrixA := (m cau(Mp� q))p;q2
 ; (4.1)and �auj is an eigenvector of A of eigenvalue 1:Theorem 4.1. Suppose that c is a �nitely supported sequence satisfying bc(0) = 1;and � 2 L2(Rd) is the compactly supported (M; c) re�nable function. Then � isstable if and only if(i) there is an eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue 1 of matrix A de�nedby (4.1) whose Fourier transform does not vanish, and(ii) 1 is a simple eigenvalue of A.



18 W. LAWTON, S. L. LEE AND ZUOWEI SHENProof. Conditions (i) and (ii) together with the fact that �auj is an eigenvector of Aof eigenvalue 1 imply that �auj has nonvanishing Fourier transform. Hence conditions(i) and (ii) imply that � is stable.On the other hand, if � is stable, then �auj is an eigenvector of A of eigenvalue 1whose Fourier transform does not vanish, hence condition (i) holds. To show condi-tion (ii), assume 1 is not a simple eigenvalue of A. Then there exists an eigenvector aof A of eigenvalue 1, and a is not a scalar multiple of the eigenvector �auj. Since thetransition operator Wcau maps `(
) into `(
); the vector a is an eigenvector in `1(Z)of the transition operator Wcau of eigenvalue 1. This contradicts Theorem 2.2.A similar argument using Theorem 2.3 and Corollary 2.3 respectively, leads to thefollowing results.Proposition 4.1. Let c be a �nitely supported sequence satisfying bc(0) = 1; � the(M; c) re�nable function, and D an invariant support set of Wc; and suppose that� is continuous. Then � is interpolatory if and only if the sequence � is a uniqueeigenvector of the matrix C := (m c(Mp� q))p;q2Dof simple eigenvalue 1:Proposition 4.2. Suppose that c is a �nitely supported sequence satisfying bc(0) = 1and that � is the (M; c) re�nable function in L2(Rd): Then � is orthonormal if andonly if the sequence � is a unique eigenvector of the matrix A de�ned by (4.1) ofsimple eigenvalue 1.This proposition shows that the problem of checking whether � has orthonormalshifts simply amounts to checking whether 1 is a simple eigenvalue of the matrixA. Similarly, checking whether � is stable reduces to checking whether 1 is a simpleeigenvalue of the matrix A and whether the Fourier transform of the correspondingeigenvector vanishes on the torus.



STABILITY AND ORTHONORMALITY 19In the case d = 2; 3 and M = 2I; if � has orthonormal shifts and the re�nementmask c satis�es bc(u) = eip0�ybc(u);for some p0 2 Zd; then it was shown in [20] and [21] that compactly supportedorthonormal wavelets can be easily constructed from c and �. Interested readersshould consult [20] and [21] for details.5. Construction of admissible refinement masksThis section constructs three 2�2 dilation matrices M with j det(M)j = 2, anin�nite family of two-dimensional �nitely supported masks c, and shows the corre-sponding (M; c) re�nable functions � are orthonormal. The re�nable functions � areconstructed so that the set of points satisfying the condition fu : b�(u) 6= 0g containsa connected open set containing a fundamental domain for 2�Z2 � R2: This impliesthat\(�auj)(u) > 0; hence by Corollary 2.3 , � has orthonormal shifts .Up to a similarity transformation and multiplication by matrices which representreection about the origin and reection about the x1 axis, there are only threedistinct 2� 2 integer dilation matrices whose determinant equals 2 or �2. They areM1 =  0 �21 0 ! ; having eigenvalues �ip2;M2 =  1 �11 1 ! ; having eigenvalues 1� i;and M3 =  0 �21 1 ! ; having eigenvalues (1�ip7)2 :We shall now construct re�nement masks c : Z2 ! C which generate nonseparableorthonormal re�nable functions and wavelets for dilation matrices M1; M2; M3:For a given one-dimensional sequence b, we de�ne the induced two-dimensionalmask c : Z2 ! C by c mn ! = b(m)�(n); (m;n)T 2 Z2 : (5.1)



20 W. LAWTON, S. L. LEE AND ZUOWEI SHENLemma 5.1. Let Zbb denote the set of real zeros of bb. Then the zero set Zbc of theFourier transform of the induced mask c is given byZbc = �(u1; u2)T : u1 2 Zbb; u2 2 R	 (5.2)Proof. From (5.1), bc((u1; u2)T ) = bb(u1); (u1; u2)T 2 R2 ;which gives (5.2) .Lemma 5.2. Let b and c be as above. Let M be a 2 � 2 dilation matrix, and let� be the unique (M; c) re�nable distribution. Then the zero set Zb� of the Fouriertransform of � satis�es Zb� =[j�1(MT )jZbc : (5.3)Proof. The assertion follows from the in�nite product representation of b�:Let L1; L2 be the lines x1 = � and x1 = �� in R2 respectively. For any 2 � 2dilation matrix M and the corresponding (M; c) re�nable function �; the set K isde�ned to be the closure of the largest connected subset of R2 containing the originand consisting of points where the Fourier transform b� is nonzero.Lemma 5.3. Let b be a one-dimensional mask and let c be the induced two-dimensionalmask. Suppose that the zero set of b̂ satis�esZbb = f(2n+ 1)� : n 2 Zg : (5.4)Then K is bounded by a subset of lines (MT )kLj; k � 1; j = 1; 2:Proof. The assertion follows from Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 .Remark 3. The re�nement masks b, used by Daubechies in [6] to construct or-thonormal re�nable functions of one variable, are CQF's and the zero set of bb satis�escondition (5.4) .



STABILITY AND ORTHONORMALITY 21For the three dilation matrices Mn; n = 1; 2; 3; the set K can be computed explic-itly if the zero set of b̂ satis�es condition (5.4) . In each case the set K is a polygonwhose vertices are the columns of the matrix Vn whereV1 =  1 1 �1 �11 �1 �1 1 ! ;V2 = 0BB@ 0 1 32 0 �1 �321 1 12 �1 �1 �12 1CCA ;
V3 = 0BB@ 23 43 �23 �4353 13 �53 �13 1CCA :Theorem 5.1. Suppose that b is a one-dimensional mask satisfying the zero con-dition (5.4), and let c be the two-dimensional induced mask. Then for M = Mn,n = 1; 2; 3, the symbol d�auj(u) is positive. Further, if b is a CQF, then c is also aM-CQF, and the corresponding (M; c)-re�nable function is orthonormal.Proof. It is straightforward to check that for each of the three dilation matricesMn; n = 1; 2; 3; the interior of K contains the closure of a fundamental domain forZ2 � R2. Therefore, the symbol d�auj(u) > 0:If b is a CQF, then c is a M -CQF because the intersection of MZ2 with the latticepoints on the x1-axis is exactly the set of even integers. Since the symbol is positive,by Corollary 2.3, the integer shifts of � are orthonormal.We note that the results of Theorem 5.1 for the dilation matrix M2 have beenobtained by Cohen and Daubechies [4].Remark 4. The fact that c�auj(u) > 0 implies orthonormality was �rst proved in [19].However, the proof in that paper was based on the Lebesque dominated convergencetheorem and special properties of scaling tiles and was quite complicated. In [19] there�nable functions produced above were also constructed and mesh plots of some ofthese functions were produced. However, the report did not examine the zero set of



22 W. LAWTON, S. L. LEE AND ZUOWEI SHENb� and therefore did not actually prove that the re�nable functions constructed hadorthonormal shifts.Remark 5. For each of the dilation matrices Mn; n = 1; 2; 3; and the mask inducedby the Daubechies length 4 coe�cients b; we have computed an invariant support setfor the transition operatorWcau and we computed the eigenvalues of the correspondingrestricted transition operator. There are 49; 63; and 39 nonzero eigenvalues (countedwith multiplicity) corresponding to M1;M2; and M3 respectively, and the eigenvalue1 is simple in all cases. All the eigenvalues have modulus � 1 and several, butnot all, of these eigenvalues are negative integer powers of the eigenvalues of thecorresponding dilation matrix. This is signi�cant because the degree of smoothness ofthe re�nable function implies the existence of a �nite number of such eigenvalues. Thecorresponding eigenvectors can be constructed from the derivatives of the re�nablefunction in the directions of the eigenvectors of the dilation matrix. The degreeof smoothness of the re�nable function also implies the existence of a continuousspectrum for the unrestricted transition operator that includes a continuous familyof eigenvectors constructed from fractional derivative and integral operators. Thediscrete spectrum of the transition operator can easily be shown to coincide with thespectrum of the restricted transition operator. The signi�cance of discrete eigenvaluesthat do not correspond to negative integer powers of the eigenvalues of the dilationmatrices will be discussed in a subsequent paper.Remark 6. The existence of negative integer powers of the eigenvalues of the di-lation matrix in the spectrum of Wcau is not su�cient for regularity of the corre-sponding re�nable function. Indeed, the (M2; c) re�nable function � constructed fromDaubechies length 4 sequence is not continuous ([24], Example 5.2), and none of thelonger �lters leads to C1 solutions ([4], Theorem 4.2).Remark 7. Let V0 be the closed shift invariant subspace generated by � and letVk := ff(Mk�) : f 2 V0g:



STABILITY AND ORTHONORMALITY 23Then fVkg forms a multiresolution analysis of L2(Rd) ; by Remark 2.6 of [13]. Wefurther remark that the construction of the corresponding wavelet for � and c isstraightforward, since j detM j = 2:AcknowledgementWe thank an anonymous referee for the Remark 6 and some relevant references.References[1] Cavaretta, A. S., W. Dahmen and C. A. Micchelli, Stationary subdivision, Memoir Amer. Math.Soc. 93(1991), 1 -186 .[2] Cohen A., Ondelettes, analyses, multir�esolution et traitement num�erique du signal, Ph.D. The-sis, Universit�e Paris, Dauphine, 1990.[3] Cohen, A. and I. Daubechies, A stability criterion for biorthogonal wavelet bases and theirsubband coding scheme, Duke Math. J. 68(1992), 313 - 335 .[4] Cohen, A. and I. Daubechies, Non-separable bidimensional wavelet bases, No.1, Rev. Mat.Iberoamericana 9(1993), 51-137.[5] Cohen, A., I. Daubechies and J. C. Feauveau, Biorthogonal basis of compactly supportedwavelets, Comm. Pure and Appl. Math. 45(1992) 485 - 560.[6] Daubechies, I., Orthonormal bases of compactly supported wavelet, Comm. Pure and Appl.Math. 41(1988) 909-996.[7] Daubechies, I., Ten lectures on wavelets, CBMF conference Series in Applied Mathematics,vol. 61, SIAM, Philadephia, (1992).[8] Eirola, T., Sobolev characterization of solutions of dilation equations, SIAM J. Math. Anal. 23(1992), 1015 - 1030.[9] Heller, P. N. and R. O. Wells, Jr., The spectral theory of multiresolution operators and appli-cations, AWARE Technical Report, 1993.[10] Herv�e, L., Construction et regularite des fonctions d' echelle, SIAM J. Math. Anal. #5,26(1995), to appear.[11] Hogan T., Stability and independence of the shifts of a multivariate re�nable function, preprint.[12] Jia, Rong-Qing, Jian Zhong Wang, Stability and linear independence associated with waveletdecompositions, Proc. Amer. Math. Soc. 117 (1993), 1115-1124.[13] Jia, Rong-Qing and Zuowei Shen, Multiresolution and wavelets, Proc. Edinburgh Math. Soc.37 (1994), 271-300.
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